The Nikon XF mechanical total station is packed with new features that make survey work easier and faster, including an 800m range Non-prism EDM, time-saving autofocus and dual full displays. With the Nikon XF, fieldwork is always accurate and efficient thanks to proven workflows and an array of features, including:

- New autofocus powered by Nikon that delivers quick, precise focus.
- Color touch screens, which allow Survey Basic, Survey Pro, and Layout Pro to run onboard.
- Superior Nikon optics for crisp, bright sightings even in low light conditions.
- Trimble L2P ready for easy, effective tracking, so you always know where your assets are.

In the field, the Nikon XF reduces the need for downtime thanks to hot swappable batteries. The lightweight, compact design makes the total station easy to store, transport and handle. The Nikon optics deliver crisp, bright images, reducing eye fatigue. The Nikon XF is durable too—standing up to the toughest worksite conditions. Surveyors all over the globe rely on the Nikon XF to deliver exceptional results, wherever their work takes them.

The Nikon XF is built tough for all occasions.
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